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Abstract


Operational art and the operational level of war became a doctrinal focus for the U.S. Army in the 1980s. This focus led to the development of the elements of operational design. These concepts are not new, and were developed in the interwar period prior to World War II at the staff and war colleges. During this time, however, the military did not doctrinally recognize the operational level or war or operational art. Even though the concepts were not recognized, the intellectual process permeated the officer education system prior to World War II. Clearly, American officers in World War II used something of operational art, including in the planning and execution of the Marianas Campaign. This monograph looks at the question in more detail, by testing the extent to which planners within CENPAC used the elements of operational design in the Marianas Campaign, including end state and objectives, effects, center(s) of gravity, decisive points, direct and indirect action, lines of operation, operational reach, simultaneity and depth, timing and tempo, leverage, balance, anticipation, culmination, and arranging operations. The implication of this study is that as current doctrine evolves, the development, education, and execution of operational concepts in the World War II era continue to be useful.
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INTRODUCTION

Central Pacific Area (CENPAC) forces executed the Marianas Campaign in the summer of 1944, incorporating forces from the U.S. Navy, Marines, Army, and Army Air Forces (USAAF).\(^1\) CENPAC utilized the elements of operational design in planning and executing the campaign, tying into national strategy and bringing Japan closer to defeat. The successful campaign destroyed significant Japanese ground, sea, and air forces, and established forward bases for U.S. bombers to strike Japan, as well as staging areas to assault other strong points.

American forces conducted the Marianas Campaign during a war with two major theaters that contained multiple areas of operation within those theaters. Each campaign influenced other areas of operation and the conduct of subsequent operations. The elements of operational design were critical for commanders and planners in understanding the situation and developing a sound, logical plan to succeed in the Marianas. Understanding and implementing these elements remain critical for commanders and planners to adeptly conduct campaign planning in the contemporary environment.

The terms operational level of war and operational art did not enter into U.S. field manuals or gain cognitive recognition until the 1980s. The 1982 version of FM 100-5 recognized three levels of war, now including the operational level, and emphasized agility, initiative, depth, and synchronization.\(^2\) The revised 1986 version for the first time acknowledged and defined operational art.\(^3\) Operational theory began with the Soviets in the late 1920s.\(^4\) The Soviet

---

1 The Marianas Campaign was also known as Operation Forager.


3 Ibid.
cognitive recognition began at this point, “thus, apart from presenting a unique innovation of thought, the Deep Operation theory reflects the conceptual change which has taken place in modern warfare, namely – the recognition of an intermediate level between strategy and tactics and the application of system thinking to the military field.”\(^5\) Even with this conceptual thought, Jacob W. Kipp, analyst of Soviet military affairs, notes that only “In the final phase of the war Soviet operations achieved what prewar theory had promised.”\(^6\)

The U.S. military lacked a general theory and did not cognitively recognize the operational level of war; however, the education system in the 1920s and 1930s provided an operational art and joint operation framework to officers attending the Command and General Staff and War Colleges. Michael Matheny, in writing his School of Advanced Military Studies monograph, concludes that “operational art did exist in the American Army during the interwar period.”\(^7\) Clausewitz began to have a large impact in the 1920s on the American military education, manuals, and publications. Clausewitz believed that attempting to define the operational level of war added complexity to something already very complex, and this could have had a major influence on the U.S. military’s lack of cognitive recognition.

Intellectual military thinking progressed during the interwar years. Matheny notes, “Doctrinal thought on campaign planning and operational design made good progress at Ft.

\(^5\) Ibid., 165.
Leavenworth during the twenties.\textsuperscript{8} Concepts such as branches and sequels, phased operations, lines of operation, culminating point, and the importance of logistics emerged and became a permanent part of higher level planning.\textsuperscript{9} Retired Brigadier General Harold W. Nelson adds “that most of the elements we now associate with the operational level of war were present in these doctrinal statements, though badly obscured by the nomenclature.”\textsuperscript{10} Milan Vego, professor of joint military operations at the Naval War College, notes that “In 1927 the U.S. Naval War College adopted for the first time the study of operational problems in addition to strategic and tactical ones; this practice continued through the 1930s.”\textsuperscript{11} The Marine Corps prepared the Tentative Landing Manual in 1934 which provided the enduring basis in the development of amphibious doctrine.\textsuperscript{12} The manual’s concept provided the initial basis for studying the operational problems of transportation, fire support, logistics, and logistics over great distances. Although the operational level of war was not officially recognized, all three services implicitly recognized it and progressed the ideas in advanced officer education.

The War College took the operational concepts to the joint level with the Army and Naval War Colleges conducting officer exchanges, “In 1928 the War Department directed the War College to instruct officers not only in the operations of echelons above corps but also in the joint operations of the army and navy.”\textsuperscript{13} Matheny notes the resulting impact of the education

\textsuperscript{8} Ibid., 16.

\textsuperscript{9} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{13} Matheny, 18.
system on the officers it trained, “in addition to developing a system and formats for plans which linked national aims to military objectives in a theater of operations, the college developed joint operational planning.” According to the “Principles of Strategy” written by COL William K. Naylor, Director of General Staff School in the 1920s, “By massing a preponderance of force while economizing elsewhere, the commander plans to achieve an advance deep into the hostile formation. If this operation is successful, it is frequently decisive. It has for its object the separation of the enemy’s force into two parts and then the envelopment of the separated flanks in detail.” Matheny adeptly analyzes Naylor’s principles, “This analysis certainly compares favorably with the most prominent theorists of the day. In fact, it could have been written by Guderian or Tukhachevksy.”

The operational art that permeated into the military education system in the interwar years and the lessons of World War II were lost afterwards, with many scholars assuming away American efforts. Newell, notes, “Although World War II had been planned, executed, and won by a series of complex operational campaigns, the mechanics of that effort had been largely forgotten by the early 1950s.” The U.S. military lost the lessons of operational art and doctrinally focused on tactics from this point until the 1980s.

The modern elements of operational design may have been present during the planning and execution of campaigns and operations during World War II. This monograph seeks to answer to what extent the elements were present in the planning of the Marianas Campaign. The

14 Ibid., 20.
15 Ibid., 25.
16 Ibid.
current doctrine and definitions provide the basis for the analysis. The elements are analyzed primarily through the appropriate U.S. Navy, Marine, Army, and Army Air Force histories, and the operation plans for the campaign.

**OPERATIONAL TERMS**

The modern definitions of operational art, design, the operational level of war, and the essential elements are provided to establish the framework under which the Marianas Campaign is analyzed. The definition of operational art is “the application of creative imagination by commanders and staffs-supported by their skill, knowledge, and experience-to design strategies, campaigns, and major operations and organize and employ military forces. Operational art integrates ends, ways, and means across the levels of war.”\(^\text{18}\) The definition of operational design is “the conception and construction of the framework that underpins a campaign or major operation plan and its subsequent execution.”\(^\text{19}\) The operational level of war is “the level of war at which campaigns and major operations are planned, conducted, and sustained to achieve strategic objectives within theaters or other operational areas. Activities at this level link tactics and strategy by establishing operational objectives needed to achieve the strategic objectives, sequencing events to achieve the operational objectives, initiating actions, and applying resources to bring about and sustain these events.”\(^\text{20}\)

---

\(^{18}\) Joint Publication (JP) 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (26 August 2008), 397.

\(^{19}\) Ibid., 398.

\(^{20}\) Ibid., 399.
Several of the operational design elements are considered in analyzing the extent that planners used operational art in the Marianas Campaign. An operational design element is “a key consideration used in operational design.” These design elements include end state and objectives, effects, center(s) of gravity, decisive points, direct and indirect action, lines of operation, operational reach, simultaneity and depth, timing and tempo, leverage, balance, anticipation, culmination, and arranging operations. The modern definitions of the design elements are as follows:

**End State and Objectives:** The set of required conditions that defines achievement of the commander’s objectives.

**Effects:** The physical or behavioral state of a system that results from an action, a set of actions, or another effect. 2. The result, outcome, or consequence of an action. 3. A change to a condition, behavior, or degree of freedom.

**Center of Gravity:** The source of power that provides moral or physical strength, freedom of action, or will to act. Also called COG. The concept of centers of gravity also includes linking critical factors, or key nodes, and protecting friendly critical factors from the enemy.

**Decisive Points:** A geographic place, specific key event, critical factor, or function that, when acted upon, allows commanders to gain a marked advantage over an adversary or contribute materially to achieving success.

**Direct versus Indirect:** Direct attacks the enemy’s COG and is the most direct path to victory. Indirect attacks enemy’s center of gravity by applying combat power against a

---

21 Termination was not analyzed because the military would continue to be the primary force at the conclusion of the campaign. Forces & Function and Synergy were not analyzed for brevity due to similarity to other elements.

22 JP 1-02, 398.

23 Ibid., 187.

24 Ibid., 178.

25 Ibid., 81.

26 Ibid., 148.

series of decisive points while avoiding the enemy strength.\textsuperscript{28}

\textbf{Lines of Operation}: A logical line that connects actions on nodes and/or decisive points related in time and purpose with an objective(s). 2. A physical line that defines the interior or exterior orientation of the force in relation to the enemy or that connects actions on nodes and/or decisive points related in time and space to an objective(s).\textsuperscript{29}

\textbf{Operational Reach}: The distance and duration across which a unit can successfully employ military capabilities.\textsuperscript{30}

\textbf{Simultaneity and Depth}: \textit{Simultaneity} refers to the simultaneous application of military and nonmilitary power against the enemy’s key capabilities and sources of strength; also refers to the concurrent conduct of operations at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels. Depth seeks to overwhelm the enemy throughout the OA, creating competing demands and simultaneous demands on enemy commanders and resources and contributing to the enemy’s defeat.\textsuperscript{31}

\textbf{Timing and Tempo}: The relative speed and rhythm of military operations over time with respect to the enemy.\textsuperscript{32}

\textbf{Leverage}: A relative advantage in combat power and/or other circumstances against the adversary across one or more domains (air, land, sea, and space) and/or the information environment sufficient to exploit that advantage.\textsuperscript{33}

\textbf{Balance}: The maintenance of the force, its capabilities, and its operations in such a manner as to contribute to freedom of action and responsiveness.\textsuperscript{34}

\textbf{Anticipation}: The consideration given to what might happen, and how to look for the signs that will bring the event to pass.

\textbf{Culminating Point}: The point at which a force no longer has the capability to continue its form of operations, offense or defense. For the offense it is the point at which effectively continuing the attack is no longer possible and the force must consider reverting to a

\textsuperscript{28} Field Manual (FM) 3-0 Operations (February 2008), 6-9.
\textsuperscript{29} JP 1-02, 316.
\textsuperscript{30} Ibid., 399.
\textsuperscript{31} JP 5-0, IV-24.
\textsuperscript{32} FM 3-0, Glossary 14.
\textsuperscript{33} JP 1-02, 314.
\textsuperscript{34} JP 5-0, IV-27.
defensive posture or attempting an operational pause. For the defense, the point at which effective counteroffensive action is no longer possible.  

**Arranging Operations:** *Branches* are contingencies built into the plan. They are used for changing the mission, orientation, direction of movement of a force to aid success of the operation based on anticipated events, opportunities, or disruptions caused by enemy actions and reactions. *Sequels* are major operations that follow the current operation. Plans for a sequel are based on the possible outcomes (success, stalemate, or defeat) associated with the current operation.  

**STRATEGIC SETTING**

In the aftermath of World War I, strategic planners foresaw Japan as the most likely opponent in a future war. The planners further developed War Plans ORANGE from 1924 to 1938, and RAINBOW in 1941.  

These plans focused on holding or establishing a base in the Philippines, and focused on a Central Pacific attack route from Hawaii to the Philippines. Crowl, U.S. military historian, summarizes this point with respect to the Marianas, “The Marianas figured only incidentally in the scheme, since they lay north of the main route of advance from Hawaii to the Philippines. Thus first emerged the Central Pacific concept of strategy.”  

Even with the strategic concept, no one had completed a definitive plan on how to defeat Japan as late as January 1943. In that month, the Casablanca Conference convened, resulting in the establishment of a framework featuring the Marianas as a potential objective. Major Carl Hoffman, USMC historian and now retired MajGen notes, “From the January 1943 Casablanca conferences emerged a strategic outline, similar in many respects to prewar plans, which was to  

---

35 Ibid., IV-29.  
36 Ibid., IV-31.  
38 Ibid., 3.  
39 The conferences were developed for the Allied heads of state to meet; however, the Chiefs of Staff also met to discuss military strategy and planning.
serve as a framework for later formal, written plans. That framework was this: a line of communications through the Central Pacific to the Philippines would be opened, following a route through the northwestern Marshalls and thence to Truk and the Marianas.\textsuperscript{40} The Marianas was subsequently discussed and developed as an objective throughout the remainder of 1943 at the Washington, Quebec, and Cairo conferences. The plan to seize Guam and the Marianas was submitted to and approved by President Franklin Roosevelt and Prime Minister Winston Churchill at the Cairo Conference in December, 1943.\textsuperscript{41} It was through this framework and planning analysis that the Marianas achieved strategic importance.

Many, led by General Douglas MacArthur, opposed the selection of the Marianas as an objective. According to Hoffman, MacArthur’s main objection was, “choosing the Central Pacific route would be time consuming and expensive in our naval power and shipping.”\textsuperscript{42} MacArthur preferred a route through the Southwest Pacific. He later objected, “The Central Pacific route was a return to pre-war plans, which had not assumed the availability of Australia as a staging base for offensive operations.”\textsuperscript{43} Although he gathered support for his plan, MacArthur would have difficulty obtaining approval.

Members of the Joint Chief of Staff also opposed the Marianas as an objective. Staff members omitted the Marianas in any of the written plans at the Quebec conferences in August 1943. MacArthur’s Chief of Staff, LTG Richard Sullivan, briefed the Southwest Pacific

\textsuperscript{41} Crowl, 12.
\textsuperscript{42} Hoffman, \textit{SAIPAN}, 15.
\textsuperscript{43} Ibid.
Command’s plan to the Joint Chiefs of Staff, proposing the main effort through their area of operation, and argued against the Central Pacific advance:

It could be carried out only by a series of massive amphibious operations, each of which would take many months to mount; objectives were too far distant for land-based aircraft to be employed in the assault phase; carrier-based aviation could not maintain unrelenting pressure. Thus, he concluded, a Central Pacific offensive could never acquire momentum; it would be a series of starts and stops with the enemy building up to resist faster than we could build up to advance.44

The opposition continued at later conferences.

The Pearl Harbor conference convened in January 1944 with representatives from the South, Southwest, and Central Pacific Commands, with many preferring to bypass the Marianas. Members of Nimitz’ staff opposed the Marianas operation. These staff members believed that bombing Japan would be ineffective due to the long range, Japanese fighters, and the ability of Japanese bombers to effect bases in the Marianas.45 According to E.B. Potter, U.S. Naval historian, “Nimitz wrote concur beside the recommendation and forwarded it to Admiral King. He was thus proposing to abandon the concept of the Central Pacific offensive that he had earlier espoused.”46 Others reasoned that the islands would be a poor staging area due to the lack of good harbors.47 Hoffman analyzes both Saipan and Tinian as potential naval bases, “Saipan lacked the natural facilities of a major naval base. Only a few vessels could find suitable anchorages at Tanapag Harbor.”48 Tinian could provide anchorage for only few ships, and during

46 Ibid.
47 Hoffman, SAIPAN, 19.
48 Ibid., 3.
bad weather ships were forced to move. Another argument, which a majority at the conference held, was that the operation would be costly and not worth the effort. This argument failed to account for the potential of the relatively flat Tinian Island to support bombing operations. The Japanese had already viewed Tinian as an anchored aircraft carrier, building three major airstrips with another under construction. The arguments against conducting the Marianas Campaign were not without merit; however, they were unable to provide a more acceptable alternative plan. They also failed to adequately account for the benefit of seizing the Marianas.

Admiral King, Chief of Naval Operations, was the primary proponent of selecting the Marianas as an objective. Samuel Morison, Naval Historian, notes that King described the Marianas at the Casablanca conference “as the key to the Pacific situation because of their location astride the Japanese Central Pacific communication line.” King’s argument was sound. The Japanese logistical sea lines to necessary resources would be cut, bombers could target Japan, and American forces would have a staging area to continue offensive operations. He also countered that the forces MacArthur required would not be available in the summer of 1944.

According to Victor Brooks, military historian at Villanova University, MacArthur’s plan would require an additional 13 divisions, 2000 land-based planes, and significant augmentation of ships. King successfully convinced General George C. Marshall (US Army Chief of Staff) and

---


51 Ibid.

52 Morison, 5.


54 Ibid.
General Henry H. Arnold (USAAF Chief of Staff), both of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, of the importance of the Marianas as an objective at the Quebec conference in August 1943.

General Arnold’s support for the Marianas Campaign grew as the strategic setting developed. He questioned the establishment of air bases in China, “could the Chinese protect the B-29 bases from Japanese ground capture?”

He anticipated a Japanese reaction once B-29 operations commenced, and lacked confidence in the Chinese forces capability to provide adequate protection. Additionally, the Combined Logistic Committee concluded that the plan was not feasible from a logistic point of view. B-29 bases were in fact constructed in China and commenced Operation Matterhorn in early April 1944. Haywood Hansell, commander of 21st Bomber Group in the Marianas, analyzes the bases in China, “Due to its location, logistical troubles, and relationship to the target areas, 20th Bomber Group had to be given different target priorities, and the group could reach solely the southern portion of Japan.” The Japanese in turn launched offensives in May with the primary objective of neutralizing or capturing air bases in southern China. The combined effects of the logistical problems and Japanese offensive disrupted and made the B-29 operations from China relatively ineffective.

---

55 Hoffman, SAIPAN, 17.
57 Air Bases were prepared in April, but due to the Japanese counterattack and logistical difficulties, the first mission was not flown against Japan until 15 June 1944. B-29 operations from the Marianas proved a better option, and Matterhorn was cancelled in early 1945.
58 Hansell, 167.
The Marianas provided several advantages for B-29 operations. The B-29 possessed an operating range of 1,600 miles. The Marianas, roughly 1,270 miles from Tokyo, would place the air bases within range and closer to those in China. The bases in the Marianas could be more easily supplied than those in China, which would require either longer sea routes through enemy waters or over land through the India-Burma-China Road. The Marianas also provided security. Once seized, the Japanese would not be able to launch an operation to retake the islands, unlike bases in China.

The Joint Chiefs formally directed on 12 March 1944 that Fifth Fleet conduct the Marianas Campaign. They had realized the strategic importance of the Marianas and the effect its capture would have on the Japanese war effort. Morison summarizes the Joint Chiefs decision,

First, there was the Navy’s desire to develop Guam and Saipan into advanced naval bases. Second, the Air Force wanted superfortress bases for bombing Japan. In addition, American possession of the southern Marianas would leave the enemy guessing about the next moves: southwest to Palau; west to Leyte or Luzon; northwest to Formosa; or up the Bonins’ ladder to Japan. Finally, Guam was an American possession, which we would like to recover promptly in order to end the misery of Japanese rule for our loyal fellow nationals.

Additionally Hoffman notes that the “Capture of the Marianas by United States forces would effectively cut these admirably-protected lines of enemy communication and provide bases from which we could not only control sea areas farther west in the Pacific, but also on which we could base long-range aircraft to bomb Tokyo and the home islands of the Empire.” The JCS decision

61 Hoffman, SAIPAN, 20.
63 Hoffman, SAIPAN, 2.
was logical and sound. MacArthur’s plan was not feasible with the forces available, and seizing the Marianas would have a direct impact on defeating Japan.

On a strategic level Japanese critical functions could be affected with simultaneity and depth, and U.S. forces would be positioned to conduct the next major operation. Several elements of operational design appeared at the strategic level in determining whether or not to conduct the Marianas campaign. The operation followed the strategic lines of operation. Seizing the Marianas set the conditions to successfully execute further operations to bring about the defeat of Japan. Operational reach was also a major consideration. Admiral Turner, Joint Expeditionary Force Commander, would later report on the operation:

No operation on so vast a scale, with a final thousand-mile hop, had ever before been planned. Inherent difficulties peculiar to amphibious warfare were enhanced by the distance of the Marianas from any Allied continental base, and by the operation’s size. No fewer than 535 combatant ships and auxiliaries carried four and a half reinforced divisions totaling 127,571 troops. The destination lay 1,017 miles steaming from Eniwetok, the nearest advanced base, which was little more than an anchorage. And Saipan lay about 3,500 miles from Pearl Harbor.  

Although this operation provided a daunting task, with adequate planning the Marianas were within the operational reach of joint forces in the Pacific by 1944.

Seizing the Marianas would bring Tokyo within the operational reach of B-29 bombers, also following a line of operation. These airbases would be necessary due to the Japanese offensive operations and logistical problems in mainland China. General Arnold anticipated this response, and the disruptive effect this would having on bombing operations. Seizing the Marianas would have significant effects on Japan’s ability to continue to wage war. The sea lines of supply, mainly from the East Indies, would be disrupted at a minimum. The B-29s would

64 Morison, 160.
simultaneously bomb factories, shipyards, and other key infrastructure, also disrupting the war effort. Thus, the enemy would be deprived of adequate amounts of necessary resources to continue its war effort and support its population. Japan’s steel production, already not meeting demand, was divided almost equally between civilian and military use.\(^\text{65}\) Hansell adds, “The Committee of Operations Analysts said the destruction of these 6 coking plants would deprive Japan of 66 percent of her total steel output.”\(^\text{66}\) Thus, successful bombing against the vulnerable coking plants would effect both the military effort and the civilian population. Seizing the Marianas provided leverage and tempo for future operations. The forward bases would also allow submarines to increase their tempo and add depth to attacks on Japanese shipping. The islands also provide a staging point closer to Japan which facilitates increasingly rapid operations towards Japan.

Another consideration was the relationship with Guam. Although the United States did not colonize the island, Guam was an American protectorate and governed by naval officers until seized by the Japanese in December 1941. The indigenous population, Chamorros, had built a strong relationship with the United States and served in the military. For example, as Morison points out, “Chamorros are great favorites in the United States Navy, in which many had served for years as stewards and mess attendents, winning friends by their willing service and happy personalities.”\(^\text{67}\) The relationship made liberating Guam a moral responsibility.

---

\(^\text{65}\) Hansell, 143.

\(^\text{66}\) Ibid., 144.

\(^\text{67}\) Morison, 158.
JAPANESE SITUATION

The Marianas, aside from Guam, were essentially Japanese territory in all aspects. Japan seized Pacific territories in 1914 and the League of Nations mandated the Marianas, except Guam, to Japan in 1920. The Japanese then migrated to and developed the islands. On Saipan, “The population was between 23,000 and 28,000 of whom about 2,500 were Chamorros and 1,000 Koreans and Caroline Islanders; the rest, Japanese or Okinawan; Tinian’s civilian population of 18,000 in 1941 was almost entirely Japanese and Okinawan.” The primary resource was sugar cane, with several mills on both Saipan and Tinian. Morison provides insight to the importance of sugar cane, “The South Sea Development Company continued the planting of sugar which Germany had started, and by 1930 they had become an important source of Japan’s domestic supply.” Morison notes the construction of military airfields, “The Aslito Airfield on the southern end of Saipan, which the Japanese began to construct for ‘cultural purposes’ at a time when military installations in the Mandates were forbidden by the League of Nations, was developed during the war into the most important airdrome between Japan and Truk.” The Marianas had become Japanese with both economical and military importance.

The Japanese commanders understood the importance of the Marianas; however, they did not consider a decisive battle in this area as advantageous. The Japanese had rebuilt and reorganized their navy, now containing nine aircraft carriers. According to Morison, “An important reorganization of the Japanese Fleet was effected on 1 March 1944 in recognition of

---

68 Ibid., 152.
69 Ibid., 151.
70 Ibid., 152.
the fact that aircraft carriers had replaced battleships as the most important ships in the Navy.”

Even with this new fleet, the Japanese possessed a limited operational reach due to the short supply of refined fuel. The fleet has previously used unrefined fuel from Borneo, but this presented a fire hazard and could damage boilers. The fleet could not receive adequate quantities of refined fuel to sustain operations as far away as the Marianas. Clay Blair Jr., American historian, notes that, “Admiral Toyoda, commander of the Japanese combined fleet, was determined to make a stand in the Marianas and the Palaus to blunt any further western movement of the Allies. His battle plan was known as A-Go.” The Japanese, possibly influenced by the fuel situation, saw the Palaus and Western Carolines south of the Marianas as the most likely American attack route, which were within the operational reach of the fleet. If the Americans struck at the Marianas, initially, ground forces along with land based planes would fight alone.

Toyoda eventually realized the likelihood of an operation aimed at the Marianas. This resulted in the allowed usage of unrefined fuel to increase the fleet’s operating range. The revised plan relied on a combination of ground and naval aviation to win the decisive victory. Blair notes, “Toyoda hoped to draw the U.S. Pacific Fleet into a decisive battle near the Palaus which he could win with the help of land-based aircraft supplementing his inferior carrier forces.” The plan to implement the land-based aircraft was named To-Go. William T. Y’Blood, American World War II historian, describes the role of To-Go, “

71 Ibid., 214.
73 Ibid.
these planes were to destroy at least one-third of the enemy carriers.” Thus, the Japanese believed, the carrier based planes would then be capable of delivering the decisive blow to the American fleet.

The Japanese forces in the Marianas area of operations presented a strong adversary. Thomas B. Buell, American historian, summarizes that the Japanese defenses contained nearly 60,000 troops, 50 tanks, and considerable amounts of artillery. Japanese land forces on Saipan numbered 29,662 soldiers. There were approximately 32,000 on the island, but not all were armed. Japanese land forces on Tinian numbered 9,000. Japanese land forces on Guam numbered 18,500. The Japanese organized 540 land-based aircraft; however, only 172 were stationed in the Marianas. Morison provides the numbers per island, Saipan 35, Tinian 67, Guam 70. Most of the aircraft were optimally positioned to counter an attack on the Palaus or Western Carolines. The Mobile Fleet contained nine carriers, five battleships, 11 heavy cruisers, two light cruisers, 28 destroyers, and 473 aircraft.

C2 AND SHAPING OPERATIONS

The American forces that would participate in this campaign were composed of U.S. Navy, Marine, Army, and Air Force (USAAF) units. Admiral Chester W. Nimitz commanded

---

75 Thomas B. Buell, The Quiet Warrior (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 1987), 279.
76 Hoffman, SAIPAN, 12.
77 Morison, 167.
78 Hoffman, TINIAN, 7.
79 Crowl, 329.
80 Y’Blood, 17.
81 Morison, 219.
82 Ibid., 233.
the Pacific Ocean Area placing all U.S. Navy, Army, and Air Forces in this area under his command. This area was divided into three commands, and Nimitz retained command of CENPAC, also referred to as Central Pacific Task Forces. Fifth Fleet, commanded by Admiral Raymond A. Spruance, conducted the primary planning of Operation Forager. Fifth Fleet controlled three major subordinate commands: Task Force 58 (Fast Carrier Task Force) commanded by Admiral Marc “Pete” A. Mitscher; Task Force 51 (Joint Expeditionary Force) commanded by Admiral Richmond K. Turner; Task Force 57 (Forward Area Central Pacific) commanded by Admiral John H. Hoover. Admiral Turner commanded the amphibious operation in its entirety. General Holland M. “Howling Mad” Smith (USMC), once ashore, would assume command of all ground forces and report to Admiral Turner. Task Force 57 would assume control of ground, air, and naval forces as necessary for the security and defense of the islands.
Admiral Nimitz directed actions to set the conditions for the Marianas campaign prior to Joint Chiefs approval of the operation. Morison describes this action,

On 23 February 1944, only five days after the first great strike on Truk, planes from six of Vice Admiral Mitscher’s carriers dropped the first bombs on the Marianas. Nimitz, anticipating the JCS directive of March 12, ordered this raid mainly to obtain photographic
intelligence, since no American or Allied plane had flown over these islands since the fall of Guam.\textsuperscript{83}

This raid and subsequent operations favorably implemented several operational design elements which included \textit{effects, indirect approach, lines of operation, depth, and leverage}. \textsuperscript{83}

Although the primary mission of the raid was to gather intelligence, it combined the use of combat aircraft and submarines to disguise the reconnaissance planes, as well as initiating a line of operations against critical nodes for defense of the Marianas. The intelligence gathering mission was of vital importance, for “American ignorance of the Marianas at that time was so complete that the pilots could not even be briefed on where to find airfields; but find them they did, coming in under heavy cumulus clouds.”\textsuperscript{84} Aircraft and submarines were combined to destroy Japanese aircraft and shipping. Morison summarizes the tactics, “The plan that had already been tried at Truk, of stationing submarines about the islands to shoot surface game flushed by aircraft, worked well in the Marianas.”\textsuperscript{85} The combined effects of the combat portion of the raid significantly damaged Japanese forces over four days. Clark G. Reynolds, U.S. Naval historian, notes that the Japanese lost 168 aircraft and 45,000 tons of shipping.\textsuperscript{86} Worthy of mention is the total loss of Japanese shipping to U.S. submarines in the month of February which totaled 250,000 tons.\textsuperscript{87} Even with the success of the combat elements, the fact that Fifth Fleet could gain intelligence to such depth in the Japanese interior was vital to planners for the upcoming operation. According to Morison, Admiral Mitscher commented, “In retrospect, the
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photographic intelligence obtained was even more important than the destruction wrought. New airfields under construction were discovered and some excellent obliques were taken of the shores where the Marines were destined to land in June. The raid was a complete success in that both reconnaissance photographs were obtained and the destruction of critical nodes for the upcoming operation had commenced.

The destruction of key nodes did not end with the February raid. Land based aircraft, namely USAAF B-24s, began bombing Japanese air bases that were within operational reach of the Marianas. This bombing, which began in March, did not cease until the campaign started. Wesley Craven, Air Force Lt.Col. and U.S. historian, and James Cate, Air Force intelligence officer and historian, conclude that the major contribution to the Marianas Campaign by the USAAF was the neutralization of enemy bases in the Carolines. Morison expands on the preliminary bombing, “These are but samples of the constant hammering of by-passed Japanese air bases, which went on up to and through the Marianas campaign and which prevented any effective interference with Operation Forager from the south or east.” The bombing successfully affected Japanese airbase operations, destroyed aircraft, and initiated an indirect approach to reducing the defensive capability of the Marianas Islands.

The submarines continued to harass Japanese shipping en route to the Marianas. The submarine toll on Japanese shipping had a crippling effect on their ability to build adequate defenses and stockpile supplies. Hoffman relays a Japanese report on the state of affairs, “The current freight shortage, which is caused by shipping losses, has deprived the area of much
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needed material. One ship out of every three is sunk, and a second damaged, by enemy action."\textsuperscript{91} General Saito, Japanese commander at Saipan, informed his superior, “Unless the Navy could give better protection to Saipan-bound convoys, no permanent defenses could be erected. So much construction material had been sunk, that the soldiers could do nothing but sit around with their arms folded.”\textsuperscript{92} The submarines also sank transport vessels containing ground troops destined for the Marianas. These losses included 14,000 infantrymen and 50 tanks en route to Saipan.\textsuperscript{93} According to Henry I. Shaw, World War II historian, “One regiment of the 29\textsuperscript{th} Division, destined for Guam, lost about half of its men when the transports were torpedoed, and submarines also destroyed another vessel carrying 1,000 reinforcements.”\textsuperscript{94} The submarine harassment successfully used an indirect approach to reduce the potential effectiveness and strength of the island defenses.

**PLANNING OPERATION FORAGER**

The planning of Operation Forager did not fully address the element of end state and objectives. The Operation Plan 10-44 Mission Statement reads, “This force will capture, occupy and defend SAIPAN, TINIAN, and GUAM, will develop airfields on these islands and will gain control of the remaining MARIANAS, in order to operate long range aircraft against JAPAN, secure control of the Central PACIFIC and isolate and neutralize the Central CAROLINES.”\textsuperscript{95} The Mission does provide a reference to an overall objective; however, the Oplan fails to
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describe necessary conditions in determining success and for transitioning to future operations. Admiral Nimitz retained the authority for determining the success of the operation and transitions without envisioning the necessary conditions; subordinates were not provided with specific conditions to aid Nimitz’ decisions. The best information the Oplan provided, “The Commanding General Expeditionary Troops will retain command of all forces established on each island objective until the Commander Central Pacific Task Forces has determined that the situation is such that the capture and occupation phase at that island may be considered complete.”96 Additional information included, “The Commander Central Pacific Task Forces will maintain naval surface forces in the MARIANAS area until the development of the island objectives has progressed to such an extent that garrison forces can defend them against attack by enemy air and light naval forces.”97 The plan, rather than envisioning necessary conditions for success and transitions, was set to rely on standard reports and the developing situation.

The element of effects was a key planning consideration from the strategic to the tactical level. The most significant effect would be strategic; limiting the degree of freedom the Japanese would have in future operations. The seizure of the Marianas would disrupt their sea logistical line, and allow bombers to target Japan. American forces, with the Marianas as a staging area, would be able to conduct future operations on different avenues. Operational effects included targeting critical nodes such as airfields, antiaircraft guns, and artillery to prevent them from influencing the amphibious operation.

The planners did not use the term center of gravity; however, the analysis and synthesis for both enemy and friendly at the strategic and operational level is clearly noticeable. The
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Japanese strategic center of gravity (COG) was the Mobile Fleet with its nine aircraft carriers. This fleet provided the Japanese their most powerful force, capable of continuing offensive operations. The Mobile Fleet would have to be defeated in order to bring about the defeat of Japan. As long as the fleet existed, the Japanese could continue in the war. The Japanese operational COG consisted of the armed forces on the ground in the Marianas. The islands could not be controlled without defeating the ground forces defending them. The United States strategic COG consisted of TF 58, the Fast Carrier Task Force, and the operational COG was the amphibious forces. The plan linked these COGs and key nodes.

The plan used a *direct and indirect* approach to defeat the Japanese COGs and protect friendly ones. TF 58 would be used directly to defeat the Mobile Fleet. The plan assumed that the Japanese would direct a major naval engagement against the Northern or Southern Attack Forces. Buell notes that “Spruance pondered the best method to employ TF 58 to meet the threat.” The major threat was the Mobile Fleet, and Spruance’s Oplan contained a Major Action Plan Annex. The Major Action Plan Annex read, “That our carriers and our transports at SAIPAN, TINIAN and GUAM will be the principal objectives of the enemy fleet, and it will seek action with our surface forces only if in superior strength.” The planners clearly understood the Attack Forces were a critical vulnerability and articulated this in Annex J, “That the combatant strength of our fleet units under Commander Northern Attack Force in the vicinity of SAIPAN and TINIAN, and under Commander Southern Attack Force in the vicinity of GUAM is not in either force sufficiently great to withstand alone an attack by the enemy fleet in
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The Attack Forces were a critical requirement in providing fires (naval and air), reinforcements, logistics, and communications for the amphibious forces. The planners were accounting for the Japanese using their COG against a vulnerability, and countered this by planning for the employment of TF 58. The Oplan provided specified tasks to TF 58 in supporting the amphibious operation, but also directed and allowed initiative against the Mobile Fleet if it took action:

enemy action and other circumstances may require changes in this general plan, and the Commander Fast Carrier Task Forces, Pacific is authorized to make such changes as he considers necessary in order to accomplish the tasks prescribed. Where changes affect the operation of other task forces or task groups, the Commander, at the earliest opportunity, informs the task force and task group commanders concerned.

The plan directed, “This force (TF 58) will take dispositions from which our combatant naval and air strength can engage the enemy fleet and from which our Amphibious Force can avoid enemy action.” The primary mission was to not fully defeat the Japanese Mobile Fleet, but rather prevent them from using their combat power against any element of the amphibious operation:

Carrier Task Groups engaged with the enemy when this plan is placed in effect maintain organization and continue the action if conditions are favorable. At the earliest opportunity operate in areas so that the Main Body is interposed between the Carrier Task Groups and the enemy fleet or join the fleet disposition as signaled. Amphibious Force retire to the eastward or seek protection as a convoy on the side of Fifth Fleet away from the enemy, if status of operations at occupied bases permits and if the threat makes such action necessary.
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The plan adequately set the conditions to protect the friendly operational COG from the Japanese strategic COG, and to directly use the friendly strategic COG against the most significant Japanese threat.

The plan used a direct and indirect approach against the Japanese operational COG. The Japanese ground forces would be defeated by using strikes against a number of critical nodes and direct amphibious assault against the ground forces on the islands. The strikes used elements of both TF 58 and the Attack Forces. Fifth Fleet directed TF 58 the following specified tasks commencing on D - 3 through D + 2:

Destroy enemy aircraft and aircraft operating facilities, and antiaircraft batteries interfering with air operations; Destroy enemy coast defense and antiaircraft batteries on SAIPAN and TINIAN; Burn cane fields in SAIPAN and northern TINIAN which may offer concealment to enemy troops; Employ aircraft to destroy enemy defenses at SAIPAN, TINIAN, and GUAM, and to cover and support minesweeping operations at SAIPAN; Employ battleships and destroyers to destroy enemy defenses at SAIPAN and TINIAN.\textsuperscript{104}

Fifth Fleet also ordered TF 58 to provide air cover, and to strike IWO JIMA and CHICHI JIMA commencing on D + 1.\textsuperscript{105} Naval gunfire support, under the command of Admiral Turner, also targeted the critical nodes commencing on D – 2.

The plan established \textit{lines of operations} through the tasks assigned and the timing. \textit{Decisive points} were not specifically addressed, but can be inferred from elements of the plan. Operation Forager was one objective in a strategic line of operation to defeat Japan. The first planned action on the line of operation was striking the air bases within operational reach of the Marianas. Craven and Cate conclude on this planning, “Plans for air support of the Marianas
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took into account three routes of reinforcement open to Japanese forward bases from which attacks might be made against U.S. forces."\textsuperscript{106} Success would provide the first decisive point, gaining local air superiority. The second planned action in the line was the amphibious operation on Saipan. This would entail bombarding defenses and allowing a sufficient force to establish a beachhead. Establishment of the beachhead would be a decisive point, allowing U.S. forces the staging to attack the remainder of the island. A subsequent decisive point on Saipan was seizing Mount Tapotchau, dominating key terrain which allows observation of most of the island. A concurrent action on the line of operation was the construction of an airfield as soon as possible. Once completed this was a strategic decisive point, as it allowed B-29s to bomb Japan. The plan also allowed for fighter aircraft to use the airfields for operations against Tinian and Guam. Subsequent planned actions in the lines of operation were to then sequentially conduct amphibious operations against Tinian and Guam. Concurrent with all the described lines of operation was defeating the Mobile Fleet. Its defeat would provide U.S. forces a decisive advantage in future operations.

The element \textit{operational reach} was a significant point of contention in choosing the Marianas as an objective. One of the arguments against conducting the campaign was the belief it was out of operational reach. The nearest staging area to the Marianas was over 1,000 miles away. Increased capability and planning placed the islands within operational reach. Morison assesses this capability, "Attack transports (APAs) and attack cargo ships (AKAs) were now present in the Pacific Fleet in sufficient numbers for lifting troops and their assault equipment to the Marianas."\textsuperscript{107} Moving and protecting forces were not an issue; however, maintaining
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adequate logistics presented a challenge. Morison relays the key logistical analysis, “The net overall estimates, according to a staff study by Captain J. F. Rees dated 12 April 1944, of the number of ships needed up to 30 July, were 120 cargo vessels (only 18 of which were then on hand).”\textsuperscript{108} The Service Force contracted War Shipping Administration ships and chartered tankers to mitigate the shortage. The Fifth Fleet oplan specified ships, barges, and land bases stockpile supplies in the Marshall Islands. These stockage points would provide all forms of supply to units enroute to the Marianss through 15 June. Designated ships would transport additional supplies forward to the Marianas. The plan consolidated refueling operations. The Oplan directed:

Fleet oiler task units composed of fleet oilers and escorts, and replacement escort carrier task units composed of an escort carrier and escort will be organized by Commander Service Force, and their initial movements will be directed by him in accordance with a schedule arranged with Command Fifth Fleet. The Commander Service Force assigns an officer with an appropriate staff to direct and coordinate these operations. This officer is designated Commander Task Group 50.17.\textsuperscript{109}

Fuel would be moved to the Marshall Islands, and TG 50.17 would deliver it forward to units in the Marianas at designated locations and times.

The plan included the element of \textit{simultaneity and depth} in order to defeat the enemy. The submarine screen and preliminary strikes have already been discussed. Both of those applied combat power in significant depth. The Oplan listed strikes on D – 3 attacking a multitude of targets simultaneously and in depth. Buell adds, “Many forces were dedicated to supporting the American assault troops. Hoover’s land-based air forces in the Marshalls, assisted by MacArther’s air force in the Southwest Pacific, would suppress enemy air in the Caroline
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Island’s. Mitscher’s TF 58 would smother Japanese air power in the Marianas, Volcano, and Bonin Islands.” TF 58 would conduct the attacks on D – 3. The Northern Attack Force would commence strikes on D – 2, with naval bombardment focused on both Saipan and Tinian. The planned fires for both islands had the same focus, “by fast battleships and destroyers with the mission to destroy aircraft, render airfields temporarily useless, and destroy coast defense, antiaircraft, and artillery guns.” Several specific targets were planned for Saipan on D – 1. As an example from the plan, “kill as many enemy personnel as possible. Particular attention to the destruction of gun positions in the MAGICIENNE BAY, and the beach defenses and installations on the selected landing beaches.” Strikes continued in depth on both D – 1 and D – Day, with special emphasis targeting critical nodes on Tinian that could directly influence the action on Saipan, “with the mission to destroy or neutralize enemy guns and defenses which can interfere with our landing on SAIPAN.” The planned fires for Saipan on D – Day were, “Counterbattery fire, commencing near dawn, and intense destructive fire on beach defenses and installations by ships, then to the flanks and inland to the O-1 line until lifted by order.” Once ashore, artillery would add to the depth of the firepower. Annex B of the Oplan states, “The XXIV Corps Artillery will support the seizure, occupation, and defense of SAIPAN Island and be prepared on order for further operations against TINIAN Island.” The plan continues to
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state more specifically, “Be prepared to execute counterbattery fires on TINIAN Island.”¹¹⁶

Overall the plan was to strike a large number of targets on numerous islands in depth, at the same time, with naval bombardment and/or aircraft.

Non-military power and the civilian population was only a moderate consideration during the planning. Leaflets would not be dropped on Saipan, most likely to retain surprise, but leaflets would be dropped on Tinian during the Saipan operation. G-2 studies prior to the operation made known that there were potential logistical problems for the civilian population. Although produce was grown locally, the islands were dependent on Japan for food, namely rice. Fresh water was in short supply, and the civilians were forced to rely on rainwater. The plan failed to fully address this problem as well as how to feed the population, “Supplies that can be diverted from stocks allocated to the military forces to the extent that the military situation permits.”¹¹⁷ Provisions were allocated for internees. All Japanese would be considered hostile and put into internment camps until their actual status was determined. The plan directed, “Non-Allied personnel will be considered prisoners of war and treated as such until their exact status is determined.”¹¹⁸ Unfortunately, civilians considered hostile could initially receive more benefit than those considered friendly.

The plan adequately addressed the use of labor once the islands were occupied, including both native and vetted Japanese civilians. It is evident that fairness, culture, and religion were key considerations to ensure the population provided support to U.S. forces. Forced labor was not permitted, and contracts and payments were directed to be equitable and appropriate. The
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plan provided guidelines ensuring families were not separated, and that cultural norms such as working hours and religious taboos were respected.\textsuperscript{119}

While discourse continued over the Marianas as an objective, the proposed date for the operation was November 1944. The \textit{timing and tempo} of all CENPAC operations increased in January 1944. The more rapidly and continuously that operations could be conducted would in turn put increased pressure on the Japanese. Planners changed the Operation Forager D-Day to 15 June. Although the Japanese understood the importance of the Marianas, this was a rear area for them. Prior to 1944 very few troops were stationed there, and the islands were a key link in their line of communications. The earlier the U.S. conducted Operation Forager, the less time the Japanese would have to employ troops and build defenses. Elements of the Forager plan would also increase timing and tempo. The plan incorporated airfields as major objectives, and directed reconstruction as soon as possible. The logistical support was planned such that necessary equipment would be available to work on the airfields. Commanders were directed to expeditiously execute base development work, namely airfields and infrastructure necessary to support operations.\textsuperscript{120} These air bases were planned to support future operations in the Marianas in addition to B-29s. The plan directed that the air bases on Saipan be used by aircraft of TF 59.1 to support the invasion on Tinian.\textsuperscript{121}

The plan set the conditions to \textit{leverage} an advantage in combat power in the air, land, and sea. The number of aircraft prepared to enter the campaign may not appear to provide the necessary advantage without analysis. The Japanese Mobile Fleet contained 430 combat planes, 
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of which 222 were fighters. The Japanese possessed 540 land based aircraft in early June that were within operational reach of the Marianas. Thus, the Japanese could commit a minimum of 970 combat aircraft to the campaign. U.S. forces possessed in excess of 1,100 aircraft for the operation. Mitscher’s TF 58 contained 891 aircraft, of which 475 were fighters. Y’Blood provides a figure of 902 planes. Reynolds estimates the escort carriers provided an additional 80 dive bombers and 110 fighters. USAAF bombers from the Southwest Pacific Area (SWPA) would also participate in the initial strikes. The true nature of the combat power advantage in the area is not easily measurable. The U.S. began building new planes improving speed, armament, and protection, namely the F-6F, F-4U, and Avenger. Brooks assesses the new technology, “This generation of Army, Navy, and Marine planes was already beginning to top the scales of air power in favor of the United States by early 1943.” U.S. pilots also had an advantage, and by mid-1944 had undergone extensive training and most were combat veterans. More specifically, “every naval aviator had two years training and over 300 hours flying time before he was considered fit to fly from a carrier.” Conversely, experienced Japanese pilots were rare due to attrition. The Mobile Fleet’s aviators had only several months of training, and much of the time was wasted due to a lack of fuel and fear of prowling U.S. submarines. Reynolds adds, “the average American naval pilot had flown 525 hours during training, compared to 275 hours of his
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Japanese adversary.” Thus, each American aircraft possessed significantly more combat value than each Japanese aircraft.

The other immeasurable advantage is based upon the plan and organization of the forces. Significant numbers of Japanese planes were positioned on exterior lines on either a number of different islands or in the Mobile Fleet several hundred miles from the Marianas. Nearly all of the U.S. aircraft would be operating on interior lines in close proximity to the Marianas. Additionally, the 891 aircraft of TF 58 had the advantage of fighting under one commander. The plan set the conditions to achieve aircraft superiority in numbers. The preliminary strikes executed by the USAAF and TF 58 prior to the amphibious landings were designed to destroy Japanese planes on the ground, in the air, and damage airfields. If successful, the Japanese would be at a further disadvantage.

The plan focused nearly all of the available American aircraft carriers and a large number of combat ships for the operation. The Japanese Mobile Fleet was the only significant naval force that could fight in the campaign. TF 58 alone contained 112 combat vessels compared to 55 in the Mobile Fleet. The only comparable advantage the Mobile Fleet possessed was three more heavy cruisers than TF 58. The carrier escorts, battleships, and destroyers of the Attack Forces under Admiral Turner contributed even further to the large combat power advantage.

The plan contained elements that would ensure balance of the forces involved. The first consideration was the phased deployment of forces into the AO. Ships arriving at the forward staging base would only be there long enough to receive supplies and provide Soldiers a chance to stretch. This deployment method would prevent ships from laying in anchor waiting for
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supplies, and kept the force moving toward the Marianas in an efficient manner. The rotating resupply would allow the maximum power to remain continuously in combat. Elements of the carrier forces would provide continuous combat air patrols to protect fleet, allowing other aircraft to respond rapidly to close air support requirements or to launch attacks on the Mobile Fleet. The designated landing area contained a coral reef that would force landing boats to debark the troops far from the shore. The plan incorporated Army, Navy, and Marine Landing Vehicle Track (LVT) units that would allow Marines to be transported directly onto the beaches and inland with armor protection.

The planners used anticipation referencing several critical Japanese responses to the attack. The plan allocated resources to verify the enemy reaction or defeat it. The most significant Japanese reaction would be the employment of its Mobile Fleet. This force could remain defensive, attack into the South West Pacific Area, or challenge Operation Forager. Fifth Fleet addressed the Japanese naval force in its Oplan, “There are indications that nine carriers of various types will be employed hereafter for combatant purposes rather than as aircraft ferries or on escort duty.” First, they anticipated offensive action, and then anticipated the action again the forces of Operation Forager. The plan described an enemy course of action, “That enemy naval forces and carrier based aircraft may attempt to prevent the seizure of our objectives or to interfere with the unloading of material and personnel after seizure has been accomplished.” In addition to allocating forces to engage this threat if necessary, finding and tracking the movement of the Mobile Fleet was an integral part of the plan, using submarines as long range reconnaissance. The plan directed, “Commander Submarines, U.S. Pacific Fleet will maintain
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observation…" CENPAC also coordinated with the South West Pacific Area for aircraft reconnaissance in searching for the Japanese Fleet, “South West Pacific Area will support operations of Central Pacific Task Forces by aircraft search.”

Another anticipatory factor was determining the Japanese reaction with aircraft from areas within operational reach of the Marianas. The planners anticipated, “That the enemy will endeavor to employ long range aircraft from the CAROLINES, IWO JIMA, and CHICHI JIMA to attack our forces in the southern Marianas.” These airbases were known to exist, although the numbers and type of aircraft could only be estimated. Rather than providing assets to confirm Japanese action, these airbases were part of the strike plans.

Planners anticipated a counterattack by the tank units on Saipan in an effort to destroy the beachhead. The Landing Force plan included, “All elements will be prepared to repel hostile mechanized attacks with particular attention to the flat ground north and east of CHARAN-KANOA.” The plan directed subordinate elements to plan fires on the likely counterattack routes. Priority Information Requirements (PIR) established a focus on the enemy employment of a strong reserve which could counterattack at a decisive point, apparently referring to the establishment of the beachhead.

Planners clearly understood the concept of culminating point. Two major considerations are evident in the plan that would cause U.S. forces to culminate. The attack would culminate if the amphibious operation was unsuccessful. The plan leveraged overwhelming firepower to
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protect the amphibious assault. The second major consideration was logistics. The logistics plan attempted to mitigate the necessity of an operational pause due to supply shortages. Units would bring ashore greater than 20 days worth of most classes of supply. Groups of the various task forces would also rotate to a resupply point on schedule to keep the maximum number of units in combat, while ensuring they maintained adequate supply levels to continue operations.

The Japanese would culminate in the Area of Operations once the Mobile Fleet was incapable of conducting a major operation against the amphibious forces. The plan leveraged significant combat and reconnaissance assets to detect and prevent the Japanese Fleet from effecting the operation. The defense on Saipan could only counterattack and significantly effect U.S. ground forces with the armored forces. Once the armored force was defeated, the defense would culminate. The planners placed significant importance on the location, action, and defeat of the Japanese tanks.

The plan incorporated several *arranging operations*, including both branches and sequels. Operation Forager contained two major sequels, the amphibious assaults against Guam and Tinian Islands. Once Saipan was deemed secure, the plan was to attack each island sequentially. Planners intentionally did not determine hard dates; rather, they planned to set the conditions for the sequels to be successful, and any dates were tentative.

Several significant branch plans were developed at various command levels. Anticipating the Mobile Fleet reaction, Spruance and Mitscher developed several branches for the employment of TF 58. These branches were similar in nature to operational level standing operating procedures to be implemented depending on the circumstances. These branches were
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included in a *Special Disposition* Annex to the Fifth Fleet plan. The amphibious landings on Saipan were planned for Charan Kanoa beaches. A branch was developed to mitigate against subsequent intelligence determining the defenses were too strong. The branch plan consisted of landings north of Garapan and near Tanagap Harbor.\(^{139}\) The Expeditionary Force, 27\(^{th}\) Infantry Division, prepared no fewer than 21 branch plans for its possible employment on Saipan, Tinian, or Guam.\(^{140}\)

**EXECUTING OPERATION FORAGER**

The South West Pacific Area launched preliminary strikes and reconnaissance missions with land based USAAF aircraft on 3 June which continued for over a week. The attacks focused on the islands south of the Marianas and caused some serendipitous deception. Actions of the SWPA forces reinforced the Japanese expectation that the next major attack would be in the south. They attempted to reinforce these areas and suffered losses that weakened potential forces for the Marianas. Because the Japanese did not sense the danger in the Marianas, several convoys were moving through the area and were relatively unprotected. Elements of TF 58 attacked the convoys on 12 June and sunk 12 cargo ships, three submarine chasers, and a PT boat.\(^{141}\)

Admiral Mitscher accelerated the timing and tempo of the operation. He was in position and asked Spruance for permission to conduct a fighter sweep one day earlier than the planned strikes. Spruance granted the request and Operation Forager began on the afternoon of 11 June. The fighter sweep resulted in a crippling blow to one of the Japanese critical nodes four days
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before the scheduled amphibious landing. The early strike reduced the Japanese land-based air
strength by roughly 30 percent, destroying approximately 150 planes. 142

The planned strikes to effect Japanese critical nodes commenced on 12 June and
continued on the 13th. The effects of the three days of bombardment were noticeable by
Japanese actions. Hoffman notes, “With most of their planes either burned on the ground or
missing in action, the Japanese responded only with sporadic dusk and night attacks during this
preliminary phase of the operation.” 143 The air strikes continued simultaneously against several
islands and in depth. Morison remarks that, “On 13 June, two days before D-day, United States
carrier-based planes were swarming all over the islands, looking for parked planes or targets of
opportunity.” 144 The strikes decreased in tempo against the Marianas on the 14th and 15th because
of the scheduled resupply operations and the planned focus shifted north; however, by this time
Japanese land based air strength was negligible. The Task Force 56 After Action Report on
Operation Forager adds, “Preliminary air strikes and air support during the operations on
SAIPAN, GUAM, and TINIAN proved so effective that complete dominance of the air was
gained prior to D-Day.” 145 Morison notes, “It was symptomatic of the feeble enemy air strength
in and around the Marianas that no more air attacks were directed at the fast carriers until the
evening of D-day, the 15th.” 146 The Strikes against Iwo and Chichi Jima on 15-16 June destroyed
an additional 101 Japanese planes. 147
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The naval bombardment commenced on 13 June and initially demonstrated some flaws in the plan. Two critical factors led to ineffective fires on this day. The first was the integration of minesweepers. The plan directed minesweeping operations and air cover; however, it did not allow the ships enough time to get into position and complete the task. The battleships were also floating antiaircraft batteries and had to maintain a position to protect the escort carriers. Therefore, the battleships and destroyers were initially forced to fire from ranges of over 10,000 yards because it would be too risky to maneuver into mined waters and leave the carriers unprotected. The second critical factor was the inexperience of the units initially tasked with the bombardment. The spotter plane pilots were not trained in locating and identifying ground targets causing them to focus on terrain features. The ships were inexperienced and had not practiced the techniques of shore bombardment. This combination of factors resulted in the initial bombardment focusing fire on general areas rather than pinpointing the key enemy units.

The naval bombardment improved on 14 June when ships with bombardment experience arrived. The plan divided Saipan into six sections, and each ship was assigned specific pinpointed enemy units, facilitating the simultaneous mass of fires. The observation pilots were experienced and capable of finding the targets, and the ships were able to now maneuver to as close as 1,200 yards from the beach. The plan had the naval bombardment continuing until the amphibious vehicles were only several hundred yards from the beach, and then providing on call fires. The overall effectiveness of the naval bombardment is disputed. General Smith assessed the bombardment as a disappointment because of the number of remaining enemy defenses.
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This assessment appears to not account for the large number of enemy troops and guns on the island, and the fact that they were well-concealed. Many Japanese possess a different view than Smith. Hoffman relays a prisoner of war interrogation report, “I was horrified by the number of deaths on our side due to the naval gunfire which continued every day,” and “The greatest single factor in the American success was Naval gunfire.” Morison’s conclusion on naval gunfire, “The fault at Saipan, one of planning rather than execution, was the failure to direct gunfire immediately to the rear and on the flanks of the beaches, where concealed machinegun nests and mortars would be emplaced.” This assessment is inaccurate. The fire support plan, as well as air strikes, specifically outlined fires on the flanks and rear of the beaches. According to Hoffman, on the morning of the 15th, battleships focused fires on commanding terrain features with observation to the beaches, “Affording the enemy positions from which to direct enfilade fire against our landing waves, these areas rightfully received much attention. But, even with this volume of fire, enemy troops and guns remained in action in these areas.” This part of the enemy defense was not neglected, the fires were just not as effective as expected. Potential causes for the ineffectiveness may have been the inability to assess target damage and the Japanese themselves. Hoffman provides a Task Unit Fire Support report, “The pall of smoke and dust which cloaked the island made damage assessment impossible.” Shaw also notes, “On Saipan the caves were both natural and manmade, and often artfully hidden by vegetation.” Additionally, after receiving two days of bombardment, the Japanese shifted many units
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relocated most of their artillery.\textsuperscript{156} The fire support plan for Guam followed the same pattern and techniques as at Saipan except in duration, and is perceived as being significantly more effective. Isely and Crowl add, “The quick reduction of Guam, which was defended almost as heavily as Saipan, was to be attributed by many to the fact that for thirteen days before the assault naval vessels and aircraft subjected Guam to a carefully planned, methodical, and concentrated bombardment. Only two days of such preparation were allowed for at Saipan.”\textsuperscript{157} This assessment may have some merit, but inaccurately estimates the defensive strengths on both islands, and fails to account for the massive air strikes on Saipan. A Japanese report not only describes the effectiveness, but provides some insight as to why the naval bombardment was more effective at Guam. Colonel Takeda reported, “All coast defense emplacements in the open, and about half of those under cover, were completely demolished before the landings; and these included a number of 200mm guns on points that overlooked the beaches. Fifty percent of all installations (pillboxes, blockhouses, and so forth) built in the inshore area of the landing beaches were demolished.”\textsuperscript{158} The defenses on Guam did not benefit as much as those on Saipan from camouflaging, and were generally located nearer to the beach area. Additionally, estimates of enemy strength were significantly more accurate on Guam and Tinian.

Anticipating the actions of the Mobile Fleet allowed TF 58 to win a naval engagement with strategic significance. The Japanese suspended their attempts to reinforce islands south of the Marianas after learning of the 11 June strikes against the Marianas, and on 13th the Japanese Fleet initiated movement into the Philippine Sea. The submarine \textit{Redfin} observed and reported
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the movement. Admiral Toyoda, Commander in Chief Combined Fleet, sent the message on 15 June to his flag and commanding officers to initiate Operation A-Go.\textsuperscript{159} This same day the submarine \textit{Flying Fish} spotted and reported the Mobile Fleet’s disposition. Spruance knew the decisive naval battle was imminent but still several days in future. He continued the air strike operations in support of the amphibious landings. The plan had allowed for flexibility in the sequencing of operations. The Guam operation was tentatively scheduled for 18 June. After the sightings of the Mobile Fleet, Spruance cancelled the Guam amphibious landing and ordered the Southern Landing Force and other logistical ships to move eastward. He also ordered additional reconnaissance to monitor the Japanese Fleet and for battleships to form a screen on the west side of the Marianas. After completing the air strikes, TF 58 moved west as planned, to force the decisive battle west of the Marianas in order to protect the amphibious and logistic forces.

The two large naval forces engaged in battle on 19 June. The plan of striking Japanese air bases not only paid off for the amphibious forces, but also for TF 58. The Japanese, in accordance with their plan, attempted to reinforce and launch airstrikes from Guam against Mitscher’s force. Already depleted, the land based aircraft were unable to achieve sufficient mass. U.S. fighters destroyed 35 aircraft within an hour.\textsuperscript{160} The Mobile Fleet successfully seized the initiative, locating TF 58, and launched four large bombing raids. The U.S. plan, having leveraged quantity and quality over the Japanese, prevented the Japanese from succeeding. American fighter planes attacked the raiding groups with devastating effects. Mitscher, aware of the Japanese land based aircraft, maintained a combat air patrol over both Guam and Rota. This resulted in the destruction of numerous aircraft on the ground and the airfields themselves. The
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Japanese planned to land carrier planes on those airfields to refuel and rearm, but many were forced to crash or were shot out of the sky. Buell adds, “The Japanese losses were catastrophic – 383 planes, Mitscher estimated.”\textsuperscript{161} American forces destroyed 315 Japanese Mobile Fleet aircraft alone. This day would be known as the “Marianas Turkey Shoot.”

TF 58 now possessed an even greater advantage, and sought to annihilate the Mobile Fleet. The carriers launched a bombing raid of over 200 aircraft in the late afternoon of 20 June once the Japanese Fleet was located. During this time U.S. submarines also attacked the Japanese ships. The remaining Japanese aircraft sortied to meet the American bombing attack. The results of the battle were staggering. The Japanese had lost three carriers with others damaged, and the fleet now possessed only 35 combat aircraft.\textsuperscript{162} Y’Blood provides further detail, “Following the action on the 20\textsuperscript{th}, Ozawa could report only 25 Zekes and 10 other carrier planes in operational condition.”\textsuperscript{163} The Mobile Fleet retired, and Spruance’s orders prevented TF 58 from pursuing them. He understood that his primary mission was to protect the amphibious operation, whose forces were vulnerable if the Japanese were able to reinforce the AO with aircraft. Spruance later commented, “we were at the start of a very large and important amphibious operation and we could not gamble and place it in jeopardy.”\textsuperscript{164}

The amphibious operation was executed according to plan. Over 8,000 troops were put ashore in 20 minutes.\textsuperscript{165} Very few units accomplished all of their D-Day objectives; however, a
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beachhead had been firmly established, with 20,000 assault troops having been put ashore. Establishing this beachhead was a decisive point in seizing Saipan. This would have been impossible without the simultaneous and in depth destruction of Japanese aircraft and reduction of other critical nodes. Although the Japanese remained capable of and placed artillery fire on the beaches, they were unable to mass enough firepower to destroy the beachhead. Increasing the timing of the operation also prevented the Japanese defense from being even stronger. One shortcoming of the planning was estimating the number of Japanese defenders. Thus, although a large number of American troops had been landed, the Japanese defenders maintained a numerical edge. The result would be a month long battle, forcing the sequential operations at Tinian and Guam to be delayed.

The LVTs provided tremendous balance to the amphibious force. Use of the LVTs was vital in getting troops over the reef and onto the beaches. The Army LVT tanks provided the Marines with an offensive capability that would have otherwise not existed until standard tanks in sufficient number were brought to the beaches. LtCol Hudson, commander of 2nd Battalion, 25th Marines, credits Army amphibious tanks for his battalion’s success in being able to push inland. The Army’s amphibious tank’s contributions continued throughout the campaign, preventing forces from culminating and retaining the capability to continue offensive operations. The terrain and enemy guns made resupply forces on Saipan difficult for many vehicle types. According to Hoffman, “Many types of landing craft became bottlenecked at the beachline
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(offering the enemy choice targets) and only the LVTs could move inland to dump their loads.”\textsuperscript{168}

The anticipation of the significant enemy tank forces counterattacking the beachhead paid dividends for the Marines on the ground. The plan had artillery and naval gunfire pre-plotted on the expected attack routes, and units were provided with requisite intelligence to look for the tanks. The Marines in those areas put significant effort into identifying and repulsing this attack, due to the G-2 estimates.\textsuperscript{169} The Japanese attacked during the night of 16-17 June with the tanks and infantry, and were met with a combination of fire. Naval gunfire provided illumination. The Japanese tanks moved directly onto one of the planned targets making adjustment unnecessary; 75mm pack howitzers fired 940 rounds on the tank formation.\textsuperscript{170} A 105mm artillery battery fired all of its rounds, and the Japanese formation was hammered by machinegun, bazooka, and half-track mounted 75mm gun fire. Daylight revealed 31 charred Japanese tanks in front of the Marine positions.\textsuperscript{171} Similarly, Crowl adds, “By the end of the battle the Japanese had lost at least 24 and possibly more of their tanks and an uncounted number of infantrymen.”\textsuperscript{172} Japanese forces on Saipan had lost their means to conduct an effective counterattack and their defense culminated. Although the battle would rage for another month, the outcome was no longer in doubt.

The line of operation to seize the ground and establish airbases positively effected the campaign. The Oplan tasked units to build or repair airfields as soon as possible, and this would
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increase the tempo of operations and allow the leverage of additional firepower. The 165th Regimental Combat Team seized Aslito Airfield on 18 June. The Seabees began repairs, and the airfield was operational on 22 June. USAAF P-47s were launched from Navy ships and sent to the airfields; four hours later they were conduction strikes against Tinian. Within days both the 19th and 73rd Fighter Squadrons were operating from bases on Saipan. Craven adds, “In addition, P-47’s were called upon daily to strafe, bomb, and rocket enemy positions on Tinian and Saipan.” Thus, while TF 58 was focused on the Japanese Fleet, their airpower was quickly being replaced, allowing U.S. forces to maintain continuous attacks on Japanese critical nodes.

The logistics planning allowed U.S. forces to maintain freedom of action, extended operational reach, and allowed an increased tempo and simultaneity of operations. The plan not only provided the operational estimates of critical supplies, namely fuel and ammunition, but successfully resupplied unforecasted but required amounts. The ability to provide supplies over the estimated amounts provided critical during the long campaign, and allowed units to continue fighting without a general operational pause. Morison concludes, “The Navy, during the Marianas operations, burned 43 percent more oil than had been estimated. Yet no ship or plane missed action for want of fuel.” The amount of 5-inch to 16-inch shells fired was colossal. By 10 July the fleet had fired over 165,000 of the large caliber shells, with no ships ever lacking adequate ammunition. The ground troops were never short on ammunition either. The exception was 60mm and 81mm mortar shells where requirements by far exceeded the planned usage. Shaw comments on the reason for this shortage, “mortars were used sparingly on the
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small land areas of the atolls, but were much in demand on Saipan for close infantry support.”\textsuperscript{177} The other problem occurred early in the operation when there was difficulty with vehicles moving to and off the beach, which the LVTs mitigated.

The islands of Guam and Tinian were more easily conquered than Saipan. Both of the islands were subject to naval bombardment and air strikes during the Saipan operation, rendering most of the critical nodes ineffective. As Morison observers on Guam, “by 20 June all Japanese planes based there had been destroyed and the airfields were unusable. Thus enemy air power was no factor in the recapture of Guam.”\textsuperscript{178} The planners allowed flexibility on the sequencing of these operations. The operations against Guam and Tinian would be executed according to plan, but at the time when the Saipan was under control and the maximum amount of force could be leveraged. The Guam operation commenced on 21 July and concluded on 10 August. The Tinian operation commenced on 24 July and concluded on 1 August. The Saipan airfields were used to launch strikes against both islands, and artillery bombarded Tinian from Saipan. The firepower was overwhelming, and with the critical nodes destroyed, the main defensive forces could not resist as long.

The plan’s failure to address specific end state conditions resulted in no negative impact on the operation. Shaw notes, “On 15 August, Admiral Nimitz’ defense and development plan for the Central Pacific became effective at Guam. Admiral Hoover was assigned responsibility for operations at Guam as he had been for Saipan and Tinian.”\textsuperscript{179} The Island Commands continued mopping-up operations, killing or capturing remaining Japanese soldiers. For example,
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these operations killed or captured on average 80 Japanese soldiers per day throughout the remainder of August.\textsuperscript{180} The island defenses were capable of protecting the air bases and garrisons from the remaining Japanese threat.

**CONCLUSION**

The planners implemented most of the modern elements of operational design in preparing for Operation Forager in the Marianas. CENPAC forces combined to execute one of the most successful campaigns of the war, succeeding at the strategic, operational, and tactical level. The plan placed overwhelming combat power on Japanese critical nodes simultaneously and in depth. Numerous islands were attacked with a combination of naval gunfire and airstrikes at the same time to deplete Japanese air strength, artillery, antiaircraft artillery, and communications. The attacks systematically reduced Japanese capability as the campaign progressed and placed simultaneous demands on Japanese commanders. For example, Japanese commanders faced such questions as: Should the land based aircraft attack the main U.S. Fleet, the amphibious fleet, or provide close air support to the defense? Should the large caliber artillery focus on the amphibious landings or support ships bombarding the islands? Should reserve forces be sent to the Marianas or islands to the south? The simultaneous demands forced the Japanese commanders to take significant risk regardless of what decisions they made. They were unable to orchestrate a synergistic, effective operation. This is not because they were incapable. Rather, it was due to the U.S. planning and execution of Operation Forager.

The impact of the campaign had significant strategic importance. The U.S. now controlled islands in the heart of the Japanese empire. Japanese lines of supply could now be
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attacked with increased tempo as submarines now had a forward operating base and thus improved operational reach. According to Richard Overy, World War II historian, “By 1945 oil imports were almost zero, and stocks fell to a level so low that the fleet could no longer operate.”181 The islands provided a staging base for troops and supplies for future operations. As Crowl notes, “Nimitz’ forward headquarters was set up on the island, and eventually the naval base at Guam was capable of supporting a third of the U.S. Pacific Fleet.”182 And most importantly, the islands provided secure airbases from which B-29s could bomb Japan. The first B-29 mission was launched from Saipan in November 1944. Eventually five airfields afforded the bombers the opportunity to place Japan under constant attack, leading many Japanese leaders to believe this to be the most critical factor in their defeat. B-29s flying from airfields in the Marianas dropped both atomic bombs on Japan. The strategic bombing capability had a tremendous effect on the Japanese war effort. Crowl comments on the results of the strategic bombing, “Japan’s industrial plants were flattened, her shipping was mined and sunk, and her cities were laid waste.”183 Werrell notes, “A postwar survey found that production had declined to 27 percent of their peak output by July 1945.”184 Seizing the Marianas clearly proved a strategic decisive point along a line of operation to bring about the defeat of Japan.

Japanese forces suffered devastating personnel and equipment losses during the campaign. Essentially every Japanese ground soldier was a casualty, roughly 50,000. Aircraft losses exceeded 1,000 by accounting for the losses of the known aircraft, and factoring in that any reinforcements were also destroyed. The Mobile Fleet lost three carriers, and although they
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still possessed six, the air arm was virtually destroyed. Conversely, American KIA was less than 5,000, no carriers were lost, and aircraft losses were negligible. An amphibious operation is one of the most difficult and potentially costly operations, requiring outstanding planning and joint integration. Crowl states, “Perhaps more than any other type of warfare, amphibious operations require a harmony of action, a precise meshing of the multitudinous gears that comprise the whole of the assault machinery. Land, sea, and air forces must be combined in the proper quantities at the proper time and place.”\textsuperscript{185} The Marianas Campaign contained three amphibious operations, an air campaign, and a major naval operation all near the tipping point of CENPAC operational reach against a strong enemy. The operation would have failed had expert planners not used the elements of operational design.

The operational level of war, operational art, and design are not new concepts. Even though the terminology did not begin to permeate U.S. military doctrine until the 1980s, these concepts have existed since prior to World War II and were developed during the interwar period at the staff and war colleges. Even though not recognized in doctrine, Joint Campaign Planning and the elements of operational design are clearly visible in the planning of Operation Forager. The development, education, and execution of these concepts should not be forgotten, and should be studied and considered as modern doctrine evolves.
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